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chapter 3 memories of prof. kaoru ishikawa - juse - memories of prof. kaoru ishikawa 3.1 “you and i
(kisama to ore)”: our days together in the navy and in nissan liquid fuel tracing destined human ties in life
masao kogure “kisama to ore to wa doki no sakura†. onaji niwa ni saku… (you and i are blossoms on the same
cherry tree. we flower in the garden of the same…)” the deming prize winners - juse.or - the deming prize
winners deming prize for individuals 1951 motosaburo masuyama* 1969 tadakazu okuno* 1952 tetsuichi
asaka* kaoru ishikawa* masao kogure* masao goto* hidehiko higashi shin miura* shigeru mizuno* eizo
watanabe 1970 tatsuo sugimoto* 1971 teiichi ando* yoshio kondo* shoichi shimizu* 1972 kotaro itoh* some
basic problems of quality assurance in service industries - some basic problems of quality assurance in
service industries* masao kogure professor emeritus, tokyo institute of technology, tokyo, japan abstract first,
three functions of quality assurance are discussed. service industries have some basic problems concerning
these functions, because customers are interested in not only the anime screening - jpf.go - ©2007 masao
kogure / summer days with coo committee based on a children's story of the same title. it depicts friendships
and family love, as well as highlighting social issues in japan, such as environmental pollution, excessive media
coverage, and bullying. the deming prize for individuals - tqmi - deming prize for individuals 1951
motosaburo masuyama* 1979 hajime makabe 1952 tetsuichi asaka* kaoru ishikawa* masao kogure* masao
goto* hidehiko higashi shin miura* shigeru mizuno* eizo watanabe 1980 shoichiro toyoda 1981 hajime karatsu
1982 hiroshi shiomi* 1983 minoru toyoda* 1984 tatsuo ikezawa 1985 yoshinobu nayatani* 1986 ryoichi kawai*
chapter 8 prof. ishikawa and quality control - juse.or - asaka and masao kogure. he conducted research
into developing a quality control system that would be better suited to japanese industry. he originated the
idea of total quality control (tqc), a system of company-wide quality control in which all the ... chapter 8 prof.
ishikawa and quality control . quality function deployment: a comprehensive review - quality function
deployment: a comprehensive review dr. arash shahin department of management, university of isfahan,
isfahan, iran e-mail: arashshahin@hotmail ... (juse) showed that over half of them were using qfd. masao
kogure and yoji akao introduced qfd to the usa in the article “quality function deployment and cwqc in japan”
which ... the application of quality function deployment (qfd) and ... - masao kogure and yoji akao
introduced qfd to the usa in the article “quality function deployment and cwqc in japan” which appeared in
quality progress in october issue of 1983. qfd is a structured approach to seek out customers and understand
their needs. it begins by
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